
INTERWAR YEARS & 
RUSSIAN REVOLUTION

Agenda:

1. Unit 1 Vocab List

2. Quick Review Notes

3. Effects of WWI Stations

Reminder: Individual Quiz (THURSDAY)

Unit 1



Vocab

◦Copy the Vocabulary for Unit 1 into your journals in 

your own words

◦ Use the definitions provided to guide you, not the internet

◦ Stamped on Monday, February 10.

◦ Study/review the words on your own at home.

◦ The Vocabulary Quiz will be on:

◦ Thursday, February 13.



WORLD 2:
QUICK REVIEW



Industrial Rev
◦Began in Great Britain (land, labor & 

$$)

◦ Shift from farming to city & factory life

◦Horrible working conditions

◦ Women and children working

◦ Low pay, long hours, unsafe working 

conditions

◦Rise of communism (spread amongst 

the workers)

◦Cities - filthy and unsanitary 

◦ Tenements & the spread of disease



Industrial Rev  New Imperialism

◦ Industrialized nations 

became wealthy 

◦ Took over weaker 

countries for natural 

resources, free labor, new 

markets

◦More colonies  = more 

power your nation has 



New Imperialism 

◦ Stronger countries taking over weaker 

ones

◦ Better technology & weapons

◦ White man’s burden & Social Darwinism 

◦ Abused the natives, didn’t allow them to 

participate in government or military 

◦ Benefits: Built up infrastructure (schools, 

factories, hospitals etc.)

◦ Will lead to nationalist revolutions



New Imperialism  WWI
◦ Created rivalries between powerful European nations 



EFFECTS OF WWI 
STATIONS

**Individual Systems of Government & 

Economic Systems Quiz Thursday**



Effects of WWI Stations

◦Complete the worksheet using the documents 

located at each station.

◦You may work with a partner, but make sure to 

complete your work sheet in your own words!



On back of your packet…

◦ Respond to the following prompt in a short 5-8 sentence paragraph. 

◦ Make sure to include a strong thesis and evidence from the documents. 

How do you think the end of WWI is going to lead to the start of WWII?

Give one POLITICAL, one SOCIAL, and one ECONOMIC explanation of 

how WWI led to the start of WWII. 

◦ When you are done, submit your packet to the turn-in basket. 


